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17 years of loneliness..

I see profiles, and smiles like no other
but none has capture my attention yet so far
I keep on browsing to try to find maybe a new lover
but everyone seems to just want the perfect one

As i look closer i see one that makes me wonder
I click and wonder and I ask him "how are you?
suddenly conversations click one another
I think to myself its the time to go and meet you

and as i meet him my whole world turned so much
better
you were the one that I was waiting for all my life

Chorus:
Yoshi Poshi you are my true love
there's no other person that I wish to love
Yoshi poshi you are the one for me
we will be together forever baby you will see

As we move in together we realize our differences
I like the dancing, he likes soccer, what the hell who
cares!
to me the fact that he is the one that really loves me

is the only thing that matters really that just needs to
be..

through our fights, through our talks 
through our time of enjoyment 
I realize that to me you are the only one...

(chorus)
aaaalaa... to me you are the only one baby
my chongilly baby....

now that we are here i dont ever want to let you go
you are for me as I'm for you I'll never leave you no
my love i love you I love you I love you.....
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my love I love you love..... aaaaaaaahhhhuuuu...
yeeeeeeaaahh...
I love you baby forever...

(chorus)

I made a promise and that promise I will keep
I told you I love you forever you'll be the one for me...
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